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QUESTION 1

Which of the following methods causes the currently executing thread object to temporarily pause and allow other
threads to execute? 

A. sleep() 

B. notify() 

C. finalize() 

D. interrupted() 

E. yield() 

F. notifyAll() 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

In which of the following directories will files be searched when the classpath is specified by the syntax below.-classpath
uc\JavaFiles\NewFiles;uc\ServletFiles;.; 

A. The current directory, the NewFiles directory, and the ServletFiles directory 

B. The current directory, the uc directory, the NewFiles directory, and the ServletFiles directory 

C. The current directory, the uc directory, the JavaFiles directory, the NewFiles directory, and the ServletFiles directory 

D. The uc directory, the JavaFiles directory, the NewFiles directory, and the ServletFiles directory 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the given lines of codE. package ucert class memberaccess { public int mem = 10; } Which of the following
can directly access the variable mem? 

A. Any class 

B. Any class that extends the memberaccess class 

C. Only the memberaccess class 

D. Any class in the package ucert 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Mark works as a Programmer for InfoTech Inc. He develops a program that defines a class named 

Inventory that has an instance variable named NumOfItems. Which of the following properties will be 

applied by NumOfItems? 

Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all that apply. 

A. It will not be visible in Static methods if it passed as a parameter. 

B. It will be visible in Static methods if it passed as a parameter. 

C. It will be available for all the instance methods of the class. 

D. It becomes available for garbage collection if it is no longer in scope. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

The java.util.logging package provides the classes and interfaces of the Java platform\\'s core logging facilities. Which
of the following are the main target uses of logs? Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all that
apply. 

A. Problem diagnosis by field service engineers 

B. Problem diagnosis by the development organization 

C. Problem diagnosis by end users and system administrators 

D. Problem diagnosis by developers 

Correct Answer: ABCD 
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